LAND CORNER RECORD

T 3S, R 10W, W.M.

Segregated Surveys: Sec. 6

Name: E 1/16 corner Sec. 7, T. 3S, R. 10W, W.M.

DLR. NES. Trust, Mining Claim, Indian Allotment, Federal Reserve, Townsite.

1. History of Corner Establishment and Subsequent Restoration:

In a subdivision survey of Sec. 7, T. 3S, R. 10W, W.M., completed in February 1951, W. E. Anderson set a 4"x4" spruce limb for the NW cor. of the NE42, from which he marked two B.T.'s; a 20" dia. hemlock bears N17°E 9.0 ft., and a 12" dia. hemlock bears N50°W 25.0 ft. In 1956, Crown Zellerbach Corporation engineers fixed yellow metal location posters to both bearing trees, and blazed and posted lines running south and west from this corner.

See Tillamook County Survey Records Book 3, Page 94 and subsequent plat 8B-292.

2. Description of Evidence Found:

I found a 4" square spruce limb scribed "CS 1/16" and both bearing trees. The 12" dia. hemlock N50°W 25 ft. is now a 5 ft. high rotted stump with scribing "CS 1/16 BT" visible. The 20" dia. hemlock N17°E 9.0 ft. has blown down with face rotted away. Yellow metal location posters still affixed to both B.T.'s.

3. Describe Monument, Accessories and Corollary Data to Perpetuate this Corner Location. Diagram corner and indicate meridian and reference to map of record. Surveyor's Field Book No. Page No. Date of work 3/20/79

I left the 4" square scribed spruce limb intact, as it was in good condition. I set two new bearing trees; a 15" dia. hemlock bears S45°E 10.67 ft. marked "E 1/16 S7 BT"; and an 11" dia. hemlock bears N45°E 15.3 ft. marked "E 1/16 S6 BT." W. E. Anderson's 12" hemlock bears N50°W 25.0 ft. marked "CS 1/16 BT." I set yellow metal location posters on both new B.T.'s

Oregon Coordinate System: Zone, Y X

Order Accuracy. Derived From:

Pin Pointed on Photo No. 38B-4 Date 6-5-77 Located at CZ Hdrtrs.

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

This corner record correctly represents work performed by me or under my direction in compliance with the provisions of ORS 209.250.

Signature: Robert J. Olsen Date: 4/25/72 PL50 TP1

Certificate No.: [Seal]

[Registered Professional Land Surveyor]

Robert J. Olsen
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